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NEWS RELEASE 10 October 2011 
 

English World Solo Pilot in Prison for Trying to Help Black African Family  
Get their Children Back 

Six Nigerian Children Victims of State Sponsored Kidnapping  
 

Maurice J Kirk BVSc1 is a veterinary surgeon who has been known as the “flying vet” since he has been 

visiting his clients in aeroplanes. He became famous for flying solo from London to Sidney in an historic plane 

in 2001. He has also a lot of experience defending himself against bullying and harassment by police forces, 

especially South Wales Police in the United Kingdom. The UK is the only country in which state sponsored 

kidnapping can take place while parents are “gagged”: they are prevented from discussing their plight with 

supporters or media and will go to prison if they dare to breathe a word about it to anyone.  

When Maurice heard about the Musas’ children having been abducted in April 2010, he offered to act as their 

lay legal advisor in court, visit their solicitors who have been withholding documents and get himself arrested for 

minor offences: in his unique hands-on “Clint Eastwood” style. For he wanted to move the case from the 

secrecy of Family Courts2 into the openness of criminal Magistrates Courts. He succeeded in getting two open 

hearings scheduled for November 14th and 28th.  

Meanwhile, both he and the Musa parents were charged with “conspiracy to abduct the Musa children”, even 

though nobody knows where they currently are. The eldest daughter has not been seen since 24 August 2010 

but according to Does this family have human rights?3 the establishment needs to justify its actions instead of 

admitting to their mistakes. 

The Musas, instead of being put before a Magistrates Court, were interviewed by a psychiatric team of six, with a 

view to getting them locked up in a mental hospital where they’ll have to report in two months. It took their 

lawyer six hours to demonstrate that nothing was wrong with them and that they are not guilty of anything.  

Before being released on bail, Maurice also had to fear being committed to a mental hospital, once again. In 

2009, South Wales Police put him into a psychiatric clinic for 3 months, hoping to keep him there for life. They 

paid professionals to write false reports that he is currently trying to prove wrong in Court. Just as in George 

Orwell’s 1984, the UK has turned into a police state when Haringey Police in London and South Wales Police are co-

operating not only to keep African children under their control, but also to commit Maurice, a completely sane, 

but outspoken and above average intelligent man, to a psychiatric clinic for life.  

Worst still, Maurice was transferred from Haringey Police to Cardiff Prison on 23rd Sept, without being given a court 

hearing, or papers with reasons for being imprisoned so far.  

                                                        
1 http://kirkflyingvet.com/content/About.aspx  
2 http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/the-secrecy-of-the-family-courts-should-be-lifted-now.html  
3
 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/christopherbooker/8211955/Does-this-family-have-human-rights.html  
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Furthermore, he is not being given his prescribed medication and is suffering from unattended gut pain. Bed 

ridden, he is too ill to attend court4 and has not been seen by either doctor or solicitor.  

Everybody who knows Maurice knows that all he wanted was justice for the Musas and their children. But 

Haringey Police has prevented them from communicating with each other for life. And with the denial of his 

prescribed medication, South Wales Police ensure that his life will be shortened.  

For further information, please contact sabine@3d-metrics.com  

                                                        
4 http://bit.ly/qGGQXi  
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